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Cast members prep costumes and
make-up before show time

"When preparing for the show, I am
more anxious than excited. I know how
hard we have worked and am excited to
put on our show."
-HERMINE GRANBERRY, 11

A TWIST OF THE

HOWLIN' AT THE MOON
Chase Rainy, 11, who plays Walter (Wolfman),
howls as he feels protective over his loved
ones. "I love Walter's loyalty to his family and
his sarcastic and cruel humor," Rainy said.
Kailey Skinner photo

BLADE

TWINNING IS WINNING
Angel Walker, 11 and Nahla Trotter, 10 take
twinning to another level as they mirror
movements, finish each other's sentences
and share emotions for other characters.
"As conjoined twins, we share multiple
characteristics while also posessing our own,"
Walker said. Kailey Skinner photo

Q& A with

LOOK INTO MY FUTURE
Vadima, played by Abby Bustin, 12, hesitantly
reads the fate of the cast. "Vadima and I related
because we are both stubborn and very sassy,
so it was amazing to portray on stage," Bustin
said. Laine Massey photo

EMMIE PERKINS (gertie)
LIAM MCCARTY (vladimir)

LISTEN CLOSELY
Frances McMurry, 11, Josie Walters, 12, Tanner
McGee, 12, and Greta Thorderson, 12, take
orders from Lydia Ward, 12, as she demands
them to be quiet. "Performing on stage with my
friends is one of my favorite aspects of drama,"
McMurry said. "We laugh and joke a lot, but get
serious when necessary." Laine Massey photo

What was your favorite
part of the show?

"I am always a bundle of nerves and
excitement as I get ready for the show. When
I put on my costume and makeup, I really feel
like I am getting into character and stepping
into the world we create on stage."

V: "When everyone was on stage, it felt a lot
like a family and that's what our show is about
basically."

V: "The wheel would mess up constantly, and
there was nothing I could do about it. I would just
try to play it off with the knives."

"As I prepare for the show, my goal is to
put the best foot forward and be the
best of the best. It is nerve-wracking, but
we know we have put all of our
hard work into the show."
-KHUSHI PATEL, 12

A TWIST OF THE BLADE
Austin Millsap

DREAM

BIG

"My biggest dream is to play in the NFL." austin millsap, 12
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G: "We spend so many hours and days of a
week rehearsing together so becoming a family
happens naturally. Being able to create and
connect moments between characters makes us
stronger on stage and off."
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How has your friendship with
the team grown as a family?

If you could say anything to Mrs.
Allmon, what would you say?
G: "Thank you for bringing such an incredible
show alive that encompasses what it means to
work hard and be a family."

DANCIN' THE NIGHT AWAY

Gertie, played by Emmie Perkins, 11, and
Vladimir, played by Liam McCarty, 12,
hold each other close as they dance the
night away. Laine Massey photo

V: "You have put up with a lot from us, but you
taught us so much. I am glad that we got to do a
show directed by you for my senior year."

DRAMA

G: "Practicing an onstage kiss for the first time
can be a little embarrassing, but it gets better the
more it happens. Practice makes perfect."

page by riley cleveland

Do you have any
embarrassing moments?

-ISABELLA ALBERTI, 12
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G: "Finding something new about it each day. The
fact that it is an original piece gives us as actors
the chance to make it our own way."

